Girls Talk Math - Engaging Girls Through Math Media\textsuperscript{1}

FRANCESCA BERNARDI, KATRINA MORGAN, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill — Girls Talk Math: Engaging Girls through Math Media is a free two-week long summer day camp for high-school girls in the Triangle area of NC. This past June the camp had its second run thanks to renewed funding from the Mathematical Association of America Tensor Women and Mathematics Grant. The camp involved 35 local high-school students who identify as female. Campers complete challenging problem sets and research the life of a female scientist who worked on similar problems. They report their work in a blog post and record a podcast about the scientist they researched. The curriculum has been developed by Mathematics graduate students at UNC from an inquiry based learning perspective; problem sets topics include some theoretical mathematics, but also more applied physics-based material. Campers worked on fluid dynamics, special relativity, and quantum mechanics problem sets which included experiments. The camp has received positive feedback from the local community and the second run saw a large increase in the number of participants. The program is evaluated using pre and post surveys, which measure campers’ confidence and interest in pursuing higher level courses in STEM. The results from the past two summers have been encouraging.
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